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I

N April 1945, Dr. Raphael Lemkin (an adviser on international law
to the former League of Nations) provided an important review of the
primary techniques of genocide, as employed by the Nazis. Those
techniques included: the partitioning of previously unified countries into
administrative regions to destroy political cohesion; attacking existing
cultural structures to weaken national resolve and obliterate former
cultural patterns; the use of schools to poison the minds of vulnerable
children; the undermining of the spiritual and communal foundations of
the established Christian church; the promotion of pornography, alcohol
and gambling to create moral debasement within the national group; the
destruction of the industrial infrastructure and economic independence of
the country; and (most especially) the use of various means to reduce the
existing population, and the birthrate, of the targeted native people.[1]
Such techniques closely parallel those of the Marxist Frankfurt School.
And both originate from the same malfeasant philosophy of forcing
extreme and un-consented social change, by undermining the existing
homogeneity of a sovereign country. It is a political process that accrues
power by inciting hatred towards others – and thereby providing to itself,
and to its supporters, a self-serving and perverse justification for the
perpetual discovery of ‘others’ requiring elimination.
In the decades following the Dr. Lemkin report, a covert form of genocide has been developed as a single, ‘progressive’ political doctrine – but
one which still retains the core techniques, as outlined above. Although
‘progressivism’ is an ideology that promotes itself as ultra-liberal and
tolerant, an arguably more apt description (given the globally redefined,
racist hatemongering) is ‘progressive-Nazism’.
Therefore the problem the ‘progressives’ have with the English is that
they are a native people, occupying their own land (as an authentic
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nation). It is a problem compounded by the fact that much of English
cultural tradition is built upon core Christian belief – a belief that allows
no space for hatred (or for the elimination) of the ‘others’
.
This report describes (by reference to factual data and actual events) the
way in which this ‘progressive’ genocidal process is therefore being used
for the surreptitious disposal of the un-compliant English.

‘Progressive’ Genocide
The most direct procedures for the implementation of ‘progressive’
genocide combine the politically contrived import of large numbers of
immigrant settlers, together with efforts to stop the native people having
children.
This part of the study therefore examines these procedures – as has been
applied to the English.
In the last sixty years there has been a massive growth of non-native
population, with no corresponding increase in the native English. It is
calculated that between 1951 and 2011 the number of non-native people
in England has been purposely increased from 1.5 million, to more than
10.4 million. [2 3 4 5 6]
This extraordinary and unprecedented growth in mass immigration (and
settlement) is driven by covert, genocidal intent – to create a situation that
will eventually deny the native population any possibility of determining
its own future. This is a necessary precursor to the final elimination of a
distinct, native group.
During its last term in office, the Labour Party kept secret its considerable
efforts in driving forward mass immigration “to make the UK truly
multicultural” – not least because it hoped such a strategy would (eventually) lead to it achieving permanent power in Westminster. 7 8 9 It is such
behaviour, and the fetishism for racialist politics, that provides an insight
into the true nature of Labour Party ‘progressivism’.
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The argument that mass immigration is a necessary expedient for addressing the problems of a declining and aging native population, is
fatuously presented by those who expect us not to notice (for example)
the techniques also being used to considerably lower the birth rate of that
same, native people.
The procedures being implemented (to stop the English from having
children) includes a variety of extreme, social engineering practices,
including: a discouragement of traditional family life; cultural propaganda promoting childless marriages and divorce; the promotion of sexual
depravity (enforced by the arrest of those who dare to express dissent or
opposition); the inculcation of degenerate social behaviour in young
children and infants (from extreme self-centeredness, to suicide cultism);
and the political support of the abortion industry as a provider of a vital
‘social need’.
Notably, the ‘progressive’ pro-abortion stance is essentially a development of the Nazi eugenics programmes of the 1930’s and 1940’s. [10]
Since 1968 the lives of 4.3 million unborn babies, of English parentage,
have been terminated. [11] The justification for this – which is aggressively flaunted – is essentially political, with such abortions being presented as an exercise in “reproductive justice”. 12 13 14] The
‘progressives’ have vigorously promoted those abortions in the certain
knowledge the greatest impact will be upon the English, given that the
native population is already in sharp decline (with an overall birth rate
now more than 17 per cent below replacement level). [15 16]
The fact that this disposal of unborn English children is driven by
political extremism is made all too obvious by the manner in which the
‘pro-life’ movement has been subject to hate fomenting lies and disinformation, by both the political State and the corporate media industry (TV
and newspapers). The intention has always been to make issues concerning abortion (in addition to mass immigration) taboo areas for serious
investigation and debate.
In the 1997 Parliamentary Elections, candidates stood on a single-issue
‘pro-life’ platform, as an attempt to present their concerns directly to the
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UK public. The response of the ‘progressives’ was to stir-up unjustifiable
fears and extreme hatred against pro-life groups. Over the following three
years newspaper articles appeared alleging widespread infiltration of the
pro-life movement by “secret Nazis” – whose existence and activities
appear to have been known only to the newspaper journalists. [17 18 19]
Subsequently the BBC transmitted a number of ‘real life’ TV dramas that
sought to portray pro-life campaigners as terrorists, and psychopathic
child murderers. Notably all of the perpetrators were shown as ‘white’
Christian people (and predominantly women) – indicating a clear racist
position of the BBC. 20 21
The BBC chose to adopt such a stance, despite the fact that the genuine,
UK-based, pro-life movement has never used (nor supported) violence to
further its cause – and campaigned on behalf of all sections of UK society
(including the non-English immigrant community).
The effect of such propaganda will have been anticipated. It will have
made many members of the public extremely wary of joining pro-life
groups – and even fearful of expressing support. It will have done much
to help stop the emergence within England of any popular, and effective,
pro-life movement. And quite clearly this was the intention.
The Instigators of ‘Progressive’ Change
The installation of a Conservative/Liberal coalition Government in 2010
is unlikely to affect this use of covert genocide. This is to be expected –
given that these ‘progressive’ techniques for population replacement
have such massive backing from many politically, as well as financially,
vested interests.
Broadly speaking, the agencies engaged in implementing this agenda can
be divided into the local (UK), and global power groups.
In regard to the local (UK) groups, these include: the Parliamentary cabal
at Westminster (of all major political parties); the Home Office; the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office; the British Broadcasting Corpora( Page 5 )
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tion (BBC); and the Trades Union Congress (TUC). International groups
include: the European Commission; the European Council on Foreign
Relations (ECFR); the Open Society Foundations (OSF); the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE); and the Global
Forum on Migration and Development (GFMD).
The local (UK) groups and the global groups are also intimately interconnected. It is through such complex, incestuous arrangements that the
‘progressives’ are able to impose their will on all countries (including,
and especially, upon England). For example, in June of this year (2012)
the head of the GFMD, Peter Denis William Sutherland KCMG, declared
that the EU should be doing its best to encourage mass migration “to
undermine the national homogeneity of European countries.” [22]
However, his assertion that “an aging or declining native population was
the key argument” is totally disingenuous given that the rapid decline of
native European populations has been deliberately encouraged and assisted by ‘progressive’ political means.
Peter Sutherland is the UN Special Representative for Migration. He is
also: Chairman of Goldman Sachs International; Vice-Chairman of The
European Round Table of Industrialists; Steering Committee Member of
The Bilderberg Group; Chairman of the LSE; International Board Member of US/Middle East Project Inc. (Council on Foreign Relations); and
Chairman of the Trilateral Commission (Europe). [23 24]
Of the international groups, it is the activities of the OSCE and GFMD
organizations (and their ancillary sub-groups) that are seen to be of
particular significance. Most notably, there are organizations such as the
military-orientated Centre for Foreign Policy Analysis (CFPA – a UKbased organization, also linked to the OSCE) that are seen to be engaged
in giving support to such activities as: efforts by the State in “propaganda,
power and persuasion”; to the work of propaganda organizations such as
the BBC; and to providing for further expansion and empowerment of the
global armaments industries.[ 25 26]
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There is a clear causal link between mass migrations, the demands of
global big business, and the behaviours of authoritarian administrations
masquerading as ‘democratic’ bodies. Increasingly governments see their
purpose being that of changing society (including, if necessary, of disposing of and/or replacing existing, settled populations). Whilst historically
the people would change their governments – ‘progressive’ governments
are now intent on changing the people.

Confronting Progressivism, and Genocide
The killing of the English is an important part of the global, ‘progressive’
agenda. It is recognized that unless the native inhabitants can be totally
subdued (and preferably eliminated as a distinct, and assertive, native
group) then the ‘progressive’ project will itself be under severe threat.
The danger for the ‘progressives’ is of the re-establishment of social
change being allowed to emerge gradually, in a step-wise fashion, initiated by the common people – rather than radical change being imposed
top-down by an authoritarian ruling class. Given the historical rejection
by the English of such dictatorial forms of control, the ‘progressives’ will
see this, in particular, as a threat to their global aspirations. And hence the
need for a covert programme of genocide against the English population.
This, therefore, is the challenge facing the English people – the prospect
of their own demise as a ‘people’. Any form of resistance needs to go
beyond simple anger, dissent and protest, and will have to include action
under Law to halt such diabolical behaviour.
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THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH
CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE
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